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The second strategy for evaluatinq purchasing characteristics is based on the results of 9 highly
complex process known as psychographics. Psychographic analysis uses computer modeling
systems to compile and correlate extensive amounts of data on credit card purchases, borrowing,
".r:nediausage and a host of other information sources to 'compile' typical portraits of different
segments of the communit with s ecific common interests. "ESRl's Tapestry segments are one

".of a variety of commercially-available psychoqrap IC sys 'ems, and is based on a more robust
component of demographic data than many of the others. ~owever, all of the commercially-
~ailable psychographic analysis providers use the same base data sources, and the seqrnents
identified by any of these sources for the same locat community will have strong similarities in
their conclusions and inferences. The greatest difference between sources tends to relate to the
types of consumer goods they emphasize in their profiles and the relative amount of non-
consumer behavior data they provide.

When u~ing psychographics, the reader should be careful of several points:
o Psychographic profiles are based on national data pools, and may not accurately depict

the tastes and characteristics of the local population.

o By their structure and presentation from the profile development companies,
psychographic profiles oversimplify the target population, sometimes to the point of almost
being a stereotype. Few actual segments of a community, and virtually no individuals, will
fit all the aspects of a psychographic profile.

o Because they are developed on the basis of complex data modeling systems, and
because the data that provide the basis for the models are generally confidential, ~
cannot readily check the accurac of the data or the basis of the assumptions, or their
~pplicability to the oca community

Despite these limitations, psychographic profiles are u.sed by retailers, location specialists,
investors and others as a preliminary means of igentifying locations that have a customer ~se
lhat will provide adequate potential customers for theiLQoods and services. Communities whose
psychographic characteristics do not resonate with the user will usually be eliminated from
consideration, while those whose psychographics do look promising will be given additional
consideration.

Table 10 below introduces the five most populous psychographic segments for each of the three
drive time trade areas, and Figure 6 presents ESRI's summary of these segments.
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